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Training courses

Presenting in English

Giving a presentation at the very highest level means keeping your audience riveted while speaking flawlessly. That can be tricky enough in Dutch, let alone in English. Interested in improving your English-language presentation skills?

What will you learn?
This workshop will help you to present your information in correct English and in a way that is clear and easy to understand. Following the workshop you’ll enjoy greater confidence when presenting in English.

Programme
• Creating a presentation (PowerPoint)
• Specific vocabulary for presenting in English
• Enhancing your oral fluence
• The structure of your presentation
• Pronunciation and rhythm
• Refreshing your knowledge of points of grammar like tenses, modality (could, should, would) and syntax
• Body language

Dates & location
The workshop can be taken in-company or as individual lessons for one or two people. The dates and location will be decided in consultation with you.

Fees
The exact cost for a private or in-company workshop will depend on your specific needs and the size of the group. Would you like to know more? Just call us on 020 - 598 64 20. We will be happy to make an appointment with you for a free consultation without any obligation.

Who is it for?
For anyone who gives professional, informative presentations in English. Tip: we only recommend registering for this workshop if you already have a subject for a presentation. Then you’ll be able to work on your own content. Employees of Statistics Netherlands, Sanquin and others have all benefitted from our Presenting in English workshop.

OOM Insurance:
Taalcentrum-VU gave us a fantastic, tailor-made workshop. Our staff are now better able to respond to situations personally, and provide our clients with customized correspondence.”

We organize workshops for Rochdale / Delta Loyd / OOM Insurance / Stadgenoot / Staples / University Leiden / VUmc / Shell / De Alliantie

+31 (0)20 - 598 64 20 / www.taalcentrum-vu.nl / trainingen@taalcentrum-vu.nl